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Apology
It has been a long time since our last newsletter and we apologise for the delay. The big
news item below is about the library project which has taken much longer to complete
than expected and we have been waiting to be able to share the news.
Timboni School.
The whole school has been open ‘more or less’ as normal throughout 2021. Following
the time lost in 2020 the Kenya Education Authority decided to complete 2020
education year during the first half of 2021 which meant that the new school year
commenced in July rather than January which was the pre-pandemic start of the school
year in Kenya.
Those children who would normally have started year 1 of secondary education in
January 2021 after leaving Timboni did in fact start year 1 secondary in August 2021.
We understand that the extra teachers, which your support enables Under The Mango
Tree to fund, means the children are doing well relative to other local schools.
We have recently been sent some letters from the children and two of these are
included in this newsletter
Library / Reading Room
Work to complete the library area took very much longer than expected. Once again
Covid 19 had an impact on the contractor in Kenya and availability of materials.
Nevertheless it has been completed and is another great success story. The contractor
was the same one who built the older girl’s toilets and once again he has done an
excellent job.
There are photographs below and also a link to a YouTube video.
https://youtu.be/Za7iKdYft_I
Just a small reminder – when you watch this video and hear the teacher asking
questions of these very young children in English it is worth remembering that English is
their THIRD language. They initially speak the local “mother tongue” and also learn
Swahili which is the common language.
You will note from one of the photographs that the storage shelves are not overflowing
with books. We have sent some funds for books but to fully stock the school with a good
range of both books that are required for the area curriculum and for general interest
reading then we need to raise a further £1,000. If you wish to assist with this please let
us know.

** The photograph to the right shows some of the pre-primary children enjoying the small play area
that was funded some years ago. It is good to see this equipment well looked after in in use. Older
children are ‘forbidden’ to use these items !!!

Secondary School Sponsorship
Currently there are 7 children who have completed primary education at Timboni and
are now in Secondary school receiving support with school fees through Under The
Mango Tree. Three of these are fully funded and directly sponsored by Under The Mango
Tree supporters, the other four are partially funded from general charity resources.
It is difficult to describe the huge difference it makes to the life chances of these young
people from being able to successfully attend the full four years of secondary education.
Regrettably there are still too many Kenyan children who are simply unable to fulfil their
potential because they don’t have access to the resources which would enable them to
attend secondary school.
Communications with the secondary schools is sometimes a little difficult as we don’t
have good personal connections in those schools.
•

There is a further appeal at the end of this newsletter. If anyone would like to assist
Hassan then please get in touch.

Fund Raising
Thank you.
We are extremely grateful to those of you who have generously maintained your
standing order giving, these donations are vital to our ongoing work. Similarly many of
you make generous donations from time to time and again this support is very much
appreciated.
We are still finding it difficult to plan and hold fundraising events although we have
started to receive a small number of invitations to give talks. ( If you know of groups
that would appreciate a talk and they are within reasonable travel distances please let
us know).
School Visits
You may recall that a group of trustees and friends visited the school in February 2020
and we returned home just as Covid 19 restrictions were starting to be implemented.
We have not been able to travel since and, so far as we are aware, no supporters have
any current plans to travel to the school from the United Kingdom.
Bishop Charles Makonde
The following three pages contain a letter from Bishop Makonde together with a letter
from a young man seeking some financial support for his secondary education. His fees
are about £125 per year for two years. Please get in touch if you would like to assist.
Using latest technology we can now
accept contactless donations in a new
way.
Simple point your ‘phone camera at this
QR code and you will be taken to a
“givealittle” page where you can make a
card donation. It is safe and legitimate.
Give a Little take a very small percentage
of the donation to cover operating costs
but the vast bulk of your donation arrives
safely in Under The Mango Tree’s charity
account.
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